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January 4, 2011
SAMPLE
SAMPLE
SAMPLE

PROPERTY INSPECTED;
SAMPLE
SAMPLE, New Jersey.

A home inspection at the above referenced property was conducted on this date. This home inspection report reflects the
visual conditions of the property at the time of the inspection in compliance with New Jersey Administrative Code (NJAC)
13:40-15.15 and the American Society of Home Inspector's Standards of Practice. Hidden or concealed defects cannot be
included in this report. No warranty is either expressed or implied. This report is not an insurance policy, nor a warranty
service.
REPORT SUMMARY
Overall, the home was constructed in a workmanlike manner, consistent with the local building trades and codes in effect at
the time of construction. Additionally, the home has received below average maintenance over the years. There are however
some issues of concern that should be addressed. These issues include, but are not limited to the following items;
GROUNDS & EXTERIOR
TOPOGRAPHY
2.1 SLOPE WITHIN 10 FEET OF HOUSE:
Level to Negative grade, which may contribute to a water condition in the basement is noted at the front and left.
EXTERIOR
EXTERIOR TRIMS
3.5 MOLDINGS & TRIM CONDITION:
The exterior trim is in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition Note that in some areas, the roof trim projects beyond
the roof shingles indicating that the trim may have been installed after the roof shingles or the shingles were
improperly installed. The configuration may allow water to seep behind the trim and into the exterior wall system.
FRONT PORCH
3.7 CONDITION;
The front porch is in adequate, but in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition. The porch slab does not drain
correctly. Water is channeled toward the wood beneath the front door and this is believed to be causing rot of the
wood.
ROOF SYSTEM
ROOF CONDITIONS:
4.5 RAIN GUTTERS
The aluminum gutters are in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition. The old, downspouts are rotted and clogged,
which prevents proper function. Replacement is recommended. Gutters above the family room pass through the
siding, which could allow for water to leak through to the interior of the wall systems.
CHIMNEY #1
4.9 CONDITION:
The masonry chimney is in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition The top of the furnace flue liner is deteriorated.
Replacement is recommended. The ash clean-out door has become rusted and does not function. The malfunctioning
door represents a potential fire condition.
GARAGE
GARAGE
5.1 GENERAL CONDITION:
The overhead door hardware is too close to the steps, which could be unsafe.
KITCHEN/LAUNDRY
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KITCHEN
6.10 DRAIN CONDITION:
The sink drain was installed with an S-trap, instead of the recommended traditional P-trap and necessary venting.
The shortcoming could result in sewer gases entering the kitchen area. The sink drain leaks. Have a licensed
plumber repair the condition.
KITCHEN APPLIANCES
6.15 EXHAUST FAN:
The exterior vent hood damper does not open properly during operation of the fan indicating malfunction.
LAUNDRY
6.19 CONDITIONS:
The washing machine drain pipe is not properly vented. This configuration would not comply with modern building
standards.
INTERIOR ROOMS
FAMILY ROOM:
7.4 CONDITION:
The components of the family room are unsatisfactory. There is water staining of the ceiling, which is due to roof
leaks.
BATHROOMS
#1 BATHROOM
8.2 CONDITION:
The hall bathroom is in unsatisfactory condition. The electrical components in this room are unsatisfactory.
Improper electrical devices (wall fan) are installed in or in the vicinity of the tub/shower exposing the user to unsafe
conditions.
#2 BATHROOM
8.5 CONDITION:
The powder room is in unsatisfactory condition. The toilet is loose.
BEDROOMS
BEDROOMS
9.1 LOCATION:
Floor, wall and ceiling surfaces are unsatisfactory. There is loose wall paneling inside the bedroom closet. There is
water damage to the upper, right bedroom ceiling and apparent water damage to the wall. This is possibly related to
roof leaks from ice-damming (not confirmed).
GENERAL INTERIOR
WINDOWS/DOORS
10.6 CONDITION:
The windows are in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition.
ATTIC
ATTIC
11.2 METHOD OF INSPECTION:
There is no access provided to the upper attic or the garage attic (the wood door is rotted and stuck in the closed
position) .
ATTIC COMPONENTS:
11.7 ATTIC VENTILATION:
Roof ventilation is in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition. There is suspected mold forming in the attic space on
the under-side of the roof decking.
FOUNDATION
FOUNDATION
12.2 FOUNDATION CONDITION:
One of the steel columns is corroded. Replacement is recommended.
BASEMENT
12.7 SUBFLOOR:
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The plank subfloor does have some water staining and rot indicating leakage through the structure. Some of the
damage is due to prior leaks from the tub and through the front porch area.
12.9 MOISTURE:
There are indications of water leakage through the foundation walls into the basement area. Indications are in the
form of water stains on the floor/walls as well as efflorescence on the interior wall surfaces, suspected mold on the
interior walls, and water accumulation inside the sump.
PLUMBING SYSTEM
PLUMBING SYSTEM
13.9 WASTE PIPE SYSTEM:
The waste piping appears to be in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition.
There is a leaky waste pipe under the hall bathroom. Replacement is recommended.
HEATING SYSTEMS/FIREPLACE
FIREPLACE #1
15.6 OVERALL CONDITION:
The fireplace is in adequate, but in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition. There are signs of water leakage into the
fireplace.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
17.1 ELECTRICAL SERVICE:
The service drop and entrance wires are in adequate, but in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition. There is/are
tree/branches obstructing the main service drop lines. This condition creates potential for rubbing of the conductor
and damage to the insulation. This can result is a short circuit and interruption in service. Have the tree/branches
trimmed and cleared as necessary.
17.8 VISIBLE WIRING HAZARDS:
There are some incorrectly installed electric components, which could be unsafe.
Each of these items will require further evaluation and repair by qualified, licensed contractors in a timely manner (prior to
closing). Other items are also noted in the following report and should receive attention. Some defects described in the
report that do not appear in the REPORT SUMMARY may be more complicated and more expensive to repair than the
above issues. Read the report carefully. If there is doubt as to the complexity and cost of repairs, contact competent
contractors to more thoroughly assess the conditions and provide cost estimates for repair. Budget accordingly so that all
issues can be addressed properly. An earnest effort was made on your behalf to discover all visible defects, however, in the
event of an oversight, maximum liability must be limited to that which is described in the PRE-INSPECTION
AGREEMENT. The following is an opinion report, expressed as a result of the inspection. Please take time to review
limitations contained in the PRE-INSPECTION AGREEMENT. A copy of the PRE-INSPECTION AGREEMENT is
available for viewing at www.Kaufmann-Consultants.com. Thank you for selecting KAUFMANN CONSULTANTS, LLC
to do your home inspection. If you have any questions regarding the inspection report or the home, please feel free to call
us.
Sincerely,
Kaufmann Consultants, LLC

Bret Kaufmann
Bret Kaufmann
Home Inspector License # 24GI000186
enclosure
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KAUFMANN CONSULTANTS, LLC
HOME INSPECTION INFORMATION
1.1 DATE OF INSPECTION
January 4, 2011.

1.2 INSPECTION LOCATION
SAMPLE
SAMPLE, New Jersey.

CLIENT INFORMATION
1.3 NAME/ADDRESS
SAMPLE
SAMPLE
SAMPLE.

1.4 REFERENCE NUMBER
11-01-SAMPLE.

LIMITATIONS/RESTRICTIONS
1.5 DISCLAIMER
This report is a compilation of dictation comments, made at the time of inspection, handwritten notes and computer
generated comments. It is possible there are content and/or typographical errors in the body of the report. If discovered,
feel free to notify me and I will make appropriate corrections. Standard Images utilized in this report have been created by
Tom Feiza, Mr Fix-it and taken from The Illustrated Home. Images are used to supplement comments for educational
purposes only and are not intended to reflect the exact conditions at the subject property. In addition, photos may depict a
typical example of a condition/defect and not include all areas of concern.

The scope and limitations of this home inspection are described in (N.J.A.C. 13:40-15) as follows; "Home
inspection" means a visual, functional, non-invasive inspection conducted without moving personal property,
furniture, equipment, plants, soil, snow, ice, or debris, using the mandatory equipment and including the
preparation of a home inspection report of the readily-accessible elements of the following components of a
residential building: structural components, exterior components, roofing system, plumbing system, electrical
system, heating system, cooling system, interior components, insulation components and ventilation system,
fireplaces and solid fuel burning appliances, or any other related residential housing component as determined by
the Board, in consultation with the Committee, by rule, but excluding recreational facilities and outbuildings other
than garages or carports.
Liability is limited by terms of the "Pre-Inspection Agreement" approved on or before the date of the inspection.
Go to www.Kaufmann-Consultants.com to review the "Pre-Inspection Agreement." PLEASE NOTE . . . This
report is prepared for the sole and exclusive use of the Client named above and his/her designated representatives.
The acceptance and use of this report by any person other than the Client named above and his/her designated
representatives, without the express written approval of the Client named above and Bret Kaufmann is strictly
prohibited.
REPORT TERMINOLOGY DEFINITIONS
1.6 DURABLE:
On the day of the Inspection, the component was operating within its designed lifespan.
1.7 SERVICEABLE:
On the day of the Inspection, the component either responded to the manual controls, or was functioning as intended.
1.8 GOOD / SATISFACTORY:
DURABLE and SERVICEABLE. This means that on the day of the Inspection, the component was
both working and within its designed lifespan.
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1.9 FAIR / ADEQUATE:
This means that on the date of inspection, the component was operating and performing it's intended
function, but possibly not as effectively as a new component would and/or the unit is approaching the
end of it's useful, serviceable life. Budget for repair/replacement.
1.10 POOR / UNSATISFACTORY:
The component is neither DURABLE nor SERVICEABLE. This means that on the day of the
Inspection, the component was NOT working and/or has reached the end of it's expected serviceable life.
This is a Material Defect, which requires repair.
1.11 MAINTENANCE
At the time of inspection, the component was not operating properly or was operating at a degraded
level of performance, which may be due to lack of required maintenance. Further evaluation by a
qualified contractor may indicate that the condition is a Material Defect.
1.12 MATERIAL DEFECT / DEFECT
"Material Defect" means a condition, or functional aspect, of a structural component or system that is readily ascertainable
during a home inspection that substantially affects the value, habitability or safety of the dwelling, but does not include
decorative, stylistic, cosmetic or aesthetic aspects of the system, structure or component.
1.13 LOCATIONS:
The following location descriptions may be used to identify where the room is located, or where the condition was found.
Right Rear, Right Front, Left Rear, and Left Front may be used in the report. These descriptions are relative to viewing the
home from the front.

WEATHER CONDITIONS
1.14 VISIBILITY
At the time of inspection the
weather was overcast.

1.15 TEMPERATURE:
At the time of inspection, the
outside air temperature was
approximately 25 degrees.

1.16 SNOW ACCUMULATION:
At the time of inspection, 1"- 6" of
snow had accumulated on the
ground and home. This restriction
limits the inspector's ability to
inspect some components. A
re-inspection of the snow covered
areas should be performed when
weather conditions permit.

1.18 BUILDING TYPE:
The subject property is a single
family, wood frame, cape cod style
structure.

1.19 SPACE BELOW GRADE:
The home's foundation is built
with a basement and crawl space
under the family room
(inaccessible)

BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
1.17 REPORTED/ESTIMATED
AGE OF STRUCTURE:
The home is believed to have been
built in the 1950's.
UTILITIES
1.20 WATER SOURCE:
The home is reported to be connected to a municipal/Public/Community water supply. This is indicated
primarily by the presence of a water meter. Confirm the connection to the municipal/Public/Community
water supply by contacting that agency. Additionally, check with the water supplier to ascertain the cost
and quality of the water.
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1.21 SEWAGE DISPOSAL:
The home is reported to be connected to the municipal sewer system. This important sewer connection is
impossible to confirm visually. For this reason, it is recommended that you contact the Municipal
Sewerage Authority to confirm the connection.
1.22 UTILITIES STATUS:
All utilities (water, electric) are on at this time.

GROUNDS & EXTERIOR
TOPOGRAPHY
2.1 SLOPE WITHIN 10 FEET OF HOUSE:
Level to Negative grade, which may contribute to a
water condition in the basement is noted at the
front and left. The general guideline is for the
grading to drop 6" in the first 6' away from the
foundation. This promotes water saturation away
from the foundation and lessens the chance for
water entry in and under the structure.
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2.2 WINDOW WELLS
The window wells are clogged with leaves and
debris. Cleaning is recommended. The window
wells do not have a drainage capability due to lack
of excavation and back-filling with gravel.
Consider digging out the wells so that back-filling
with gravel can be accomplished and the wells
have a better drainage capability. See the adjacent
diagram for details. It is recommended that covers
be installed over all window wells so that flooding
of the wells is alleviated. Flooding window wells is
a common source of water leakage into
basements/crawlspaces.

2.3 HOSE BIBS
The exterior hose bibs (exterior faucets for use with a garden hose) were operated and found to be functional. Remember to
drain the piping prior to the winter months so that the piping does not freeze and break. This could cause leakage and
water damage.

DRIVEWAYS/WALKWAYS
2.4 DRIVEWAY:
The asphalt driveway is in unsatisfactory condition.
Deficiencies include, but may not be limited to the
following; Alligator cracking is noted and
considered to be a reflection of normal wear and
tear. The cracking is also associated with settling
of the base material. Re-surfacing may necessitate
removal of the existing surface and restoration of
the base material (foundation) prior to re-paving.
Belgium block curbing is installed. This is a
common building material in this region. No
maintenance is required. The block curbing
appears serviceable. There is, however, some
apparent displacement of blocks, which may have
resulted from a snow plow striking the blocks while
clearing snow from the adjacent surface. (see
photo)

2.5 DRIVEWAY DRAINAGE:
The impervious surface is sufficiently pitched to divert water away from the structure.
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2.6 WALKWAYS:
The masonry walk to the main entrance is serviceable.
2.7 STEPS
The exterior steps appear to be in generally adequate condition.
2.8 PATIO:
The masonry patio is in serviceable condition. The patio is, however, pitched toward the garage. This
drainage condition could allow water to enter the garage wall system and cause rot. A competent
contractor should be consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the condition and to perform repairs as are
necessary. The exterior outlet at this location is functional, but not protected by a Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupter (GFCI) It is suggested that a GFCI be installed for improved safety.

LANDSCAPING
2.9 TREES AND SHRUBS
This property includes a number of trees and shrubs. Trees and shrubs are not inspected as part of this evaluation.
Kaufmann Consultants, LLC has no expertise in this field. If there is concern regarding the condition of the trees and
shrubs, it is recommended that you contact a specialist in this area to inspect the condition of the trees and shrubs and to
provide maintenance information. Decayed, infested, or damaged trees and shrubs are more likely to pose a hazard during
extreme storm conditions than are healthy well maintained specimens. Periodic inspection and upkeep are important in
order to preserve these valuable assets and to prevent damage to the property.
2.10 SPRINKLERS:
Automatic sprinkler components were identified. These components were not inspected. The evaluation
of sprinkler systems is beyond the scope of this evaluation. It is recommended that information about
the sprinkler system, stations, controls, care and maintenance be obtained from a sprinkler specialist
prior to closing.

EXTERIOR
EXTERIOR CLADDING
3.1 SIDING CONDITION:
The home's exterior siding is in serviceable condition. The homes' exterior frame is covered with vinyl
siding. Vinyl siding is a common exterior cladding material and is very popular in newer construction.
The exterior is marketed as a maintenance-free exterior, but does require periodic cleaning (power
washing). There is mold and/or fungus forming on the exterior siding surfaces. These areas are likely
exposed to a damp/humid environment and/or the North exposure. Additionally, exterior surfaces not
exposed to sunlight typically develop mold/fungus. This condition is common and can normally be
rectified by power washing. The vinyl is also believed to have been installed over older cedar siding at
some locations.
3.2 SHEATHING:
In general, the home's exterior sheathing is not subject to view from the exterior due to the installation
of exterior cladding (siding). There are no indications of structural sheathing problems that can be
detected from the exterior at this time. The INTERIOR section of the report addresses the structural
sheathing as it can be inspected from the interior (attic, basement areas).

EXTERIOR TRIMS
3.3 EXTERIOR FLASHINGS:
The exterior flashings appear to be serviceable. These flashings play a critical role in maintaining a
weather-tight exterior.
NOTE: The majority of flashings used on the structure were not evaluated because they are concealed
from view beneath the roofing and siding. For this reason, the inspection of exterior flashings is mostly
dependent upon looking for symptoms of defects as opposed to the actual condition of the components.
Symptoms may include signs of leakage through to the interior, rotted exterior wood, or malfunctioning
doors or windows.
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3.4 KICK-OUT FLASHINGS
Kick-out flashings insure that water seeping down
the family room roof along the edge of the wall is
pushed out away from the exterior wall where the
roof terminates. (See the adjacent diagram) These
exterior flashings are missing at some locations.
This shortcoming may allow water to leak into the
exterior wall system, which could result in rot
and/or mold formulation. These flashings are
important and should be installed to restore a
weather-tight condition to the home's exterior.
NOTE: If unclear as to what "kick-out" flashings
are, GOOGLE the phrase "Kick out flashing" for
additional information.

3.5 MOLDINGS & TRIM CONDITION:
The exterior trim is in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition (see below for details). Deficiencies
include, but are not limited to the following; There is rot to the exterior wood/trim at the loft door.
Proper care to the home's exterior includes replacement of rotted pieces and periodic re-painting and
caulking to protect the wood from the elements. Budget for this contingency. Note that in some areas,
the roof trim projects beyond the roof shingles indicating that the trim may have been installed after the
roof shingles or the shingles were improperly installed. The configuration may allow water to seep
behind the trim and into the exterior wall system.
Much of the aluminum trim parts are loose and/or are bent. Replacement is recommended. NOTE: It is
possible that water has leaked under the trim causing rot to the wall system components.
3.6 EXTERIOR OUTLETS
The exterior outlets are functional, but some are not protected by Ground fault circuit Interrupters/
breakers (GFCI). Install these important safety devices for improved safety.

FRONT PORCH
3.7 CONDITION;
The front porch is in adequate, but in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition. Deficiencies include, but
may not be limited to the following; The porch slab does not drain correctly. Water is channeled toward
the wood beneath the front door and this is believed to be causing rot of the wood. (see BASEMENT
section of report) The steps that access the porch are satisfactory. The materials are stable and the
dimensions of the steps are correct (uniform). The railings are satisfactory. The front porch light is
inoperable. Contact the present homeowner regarding any un-detected switches for this fixture. Check
the bulb and have the light re-inspected. The doorbell at the front door is in good working order.
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ROOF SYSTEM
ROOF CONDITIONS:
4.1 METHOD USED TO INSPECT
The inspection of the roof was made by walking on the roof surface, by viewing the roof from either eave level (on a
ladder) and/or ground level using binoculars, and by viewing the roof from the windows.
4.2 TYPE OF MATERIALS:
Composition and/or fiberglass shingles are installed on the roof system. The roof has an approximate weight of 210 lbs /
100 square feet and has a normal anticipated serviceable life in the range of 17-22 years prior to the need for replacement.
4.3 ROOF COVERING OBSERVATIONS:
The condition of the roof appears to be consistent with its age. The roof is performing as expected given
its estimated life expectancy. Routine maintenance will aid in achieving maximum life. Based on visual
assessment only, the roof is appears to be, over 15 years old. Documentation regarding the installation
should be obtained prior to closing to confirm the age of the installation. Without documentation, the
age is not confirmed. Due to the overall age and condition of this roof, a future serviceable life will
likely be limited. NOTE: Portions of the roof are covered with snow and therefore cannot be thoroughly
evaluated. A re-evaluation of this condition should be performed when conditions permit.
The roof covering shows signs of wear due to exposure, which could be a material defect. Some of these
signs are: Moss/fungus/mold is present on the surface of the roof (in general, the condition often occurs
on the shaded or North side of the house). Falling vegetation from over-hanging trees is also a common
cause as is inadequate venting of the roof system.

4.4 ICE DAMMING
NOTE: The shape of the rear roof may tend to
trap snow and ice during the winter months.
This may make the roof vulnerable to leakage from
ice-damming. See the adjacent diagram for better
understanding of this condition. NOTE: This is
indicated by water staining of the upper, right
bedroom ceiling and rear wall that are water
damaged.
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4.5 RAIN GUTTERS
NOTE: Proper maintenance of the gutters is
essential to caring for the home's exterior as well as
the interior and basement/ crawlspace areas. In my
opinion, the majority of water that seeps into
basements comes from the roof system when the
gutters are not adequately maintained. In addition,
clogged gutters can allow for ice to accumulate
causing leakage to the interior during the extreme
winter months. Keep the gutters clean. Contractors
are available to do this task for a nominal fee.
Clean the gutters at least twice in the Fall and once
in the late Spring. Check periodically for proper
pitch. This is easily detected when it is raining.
Consider checking the gutters during rainfall (after
lightning stops) for over-flowing conditions. It is
this kind of malfunction that saturates the soils
adjacent the foundation and leads to water leakage
into basements.
The aluminum gutters are in some aspects,
unsatisfactory condition. Deficiencies include, but may not be limited to the following: The old, downspouts are rotted and
clogged, which prevents proper function. Replacement is recommended. Gutters above the family room pass through the
siding, which could allow for water to leak through to the interior of the wall systems. (See the adjacent photo). NOTE: It
is possible that the gutters were installed prior to the siding. A competent contractor should be consulted to more
thoroughly evaluate the condition and to perform repairs as are necessary.
Some downspouts discharge into underground drainage pipes. This configuration can be very beneficial in controlling roof
run-off and minimizing potential for water seepage into the basement/crawlspace areas. The integrity of the buried pipes
and the termination point for the pipes is not confirmed/inspected as part of the home inspection.
4.6 DOWNSPOUTS:
It is suspected that the old, buried drainage pipes
do not function well. Some have been abandoned.
(See the adjacent photo), Replacement is
recommended. A competent contractor should be
consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the
condition and to perform repairs as are necessary.
This cannot be confirmed without digging up and
damaging the pipes and/or having the interior of
the pipes checked with a video camera. Prudence
dictates that the drains eventually be replaced as
part of long-term care for the house. I have found
that older homes were built with good drainage
systems, but lack of maintenance has allowed these
buried pipes to become clogged, cracked and
otherwise inoperable. For this reason older homes
are experiencing more water seepage into the
basement/crawlspace areas then they did when
originally built. In addition, many older homes had
"drywells" that the drains were connected to. These
older components likely do not function after
decades of use. Consider having new pipes installed to carry roof runoff to downhill, remote locations. This type of work
should be considered an up-grade and not normally the sellers' responsibility and is sometimes performed by the
landscaper. It is recommended that the present home-owner and a competent contractor be consulted to further evaluate the
condition and perform repairs as necessary.
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4.7 ROOF PENETRATIONS:
The plumbing vent roof flashings have been
repaired indicating some degree of problems at
these areas in the past. The nature and scope of
repairs should be discussed with the present
home-owner and the repairman, who performed
the repair.

The plumbing vent roof flashings have been
repaired indicating some degree of problems at
these areas in the past. (see photo)
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4.8 VEGETATION:
Tree limb(s) observed in contact and rubbing surface of roof. Trim to avoid excessive wear and damage
to the roof covering.

CHIMNEY #1
4.9 CONDITION:
The masonry chimney is in some aspects,
unsatisfactory condition (see below for details).
Deficiencies include, but may not be limited to the
following: The top of the furnace flue liner is
deteriorated. (See the adjacent photo), Replacement
is recommended. A competent contractor should be
consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the
condition and to perform repairs as are necessary.
There is lime on the exterior surfaces. This is
commonly associated with moisture seeping
through the masonry chimney. It is also possible
that the lime comes from exhaust leaks through the
masonry structure that can result from blockage.
The lime becomes a deposit when the water seeps
out of the chimney and evaporates. Have the source
of the leakage located and the chimney repaired as
necessary.
There is cracking at the top masonry structure at the concrete "wash". The cracks could be a source of water leakage
through the structure. This is common above the roof line where the materials are exposed to severe weather. Nonetheless,
repair is recommended.
The ash clean-out door has become rusted and does not function. Hot embers or ash can be swept from the fireplace to the
"pit" at the bottom of the chimney. From here the debris can be removed without creating a great deal of dust in the living
spaces. The door prevents the embers or ash from falling out of the chimney. The malfunctioning door represents a
potential fire condition. Replacement is recommended. The ash pit is full. Cleaning is recommended.
The chimney is equipped with a cap that appears to be secure. The cap is beneficial in that it can minimize water intrusion
and restrict access to the chimney interior by pests. The chimney serves the furnace and fireplace.
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4.10 ROOF FLASHING:
The old, original copper flashings are still in place.
These older flashings appear serviceable. Due to
the overall age and condition of this component, a
future serviceable life will likely be limited.

4.11 REMARKS:
The antenna should be removed if unused to prevent unnecessary stress or damage to the chimney
structure. A full evaluation of the structural and internal portions of the chimney is beyond the scope of
this home inspection. This evaluation is considered to be "level 1", which does not include internal
chimney components. It is recommended that a "Level 2" chimney and flue evaluation be performed by a
certified Chimney Sweep to identify any possible hazards. This may include insertion of cameras into
the internal chimney areas so that these inaccessible areas can be inspected. The "Level 2" evaluation is
best suited to provide the information needed for the real estate transaction.

GARAGE
GARAGE
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5.1 GENERAL CONDITION:
In general, the garage is in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition.

The overhead door hardware is too close to the
steps, which could be unsafe. (See the adjacent
photo), A competent contractor should be consulted
to more thoroughly evaluate the condition and to
perform repairs as are necessary.

5.2 ROOF CONDITION:
Same as house - Refer to ROOFING section.
5.3 FLOOR CONDITION:
The concrete floor, where visible, is in acceptable condition. Normal settling cracks were noted. The
floor and sections of the walls were not fully visible due to stored items. A re-evaluation of this condition
should be performed when conditions permit.
5.4 FIRE SEPARATION:
Wall and ceiling surfaces adjacent the living spaces are covered with drywall/plaster materials and appear to be
satisfactory.

GARAGE DOOR(S)
5.5 MAIN GARAGE DOOR(S):
The overhead door is in serviceable condition.
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5.6 GARAGE DOOR SPRINGS:
The garage door springs are of the older type that
do not utilize safety retainers. Broken springs could
cause injury if not properly retained by these
cables. Newer installations are equipped with
safety cables that pass through the springs to
restrain them in the event of breakage. It is
recommended that the door springs be modified
with safety retainers (cables) for improved safety.

5.7 AUTO-DOOR OPENER(S):
Automatic door opener(s) is serviceable. Testing of the remote controller is beyond the scope of this
evaluation. This is because the device is often not available at the time of inspection and the devices are
readily available from HOME DEPOT and other home improvement stores. Have the present
home-owner leave the remote control device on the kitchen counter at the time of closing. Check the unit
during the walk through. If lost or not available for any reason, purchase a new one and program the
unit. The binary codes are visible on the opener and also on the remote control device. Simply match up
the code and the unit should work. The units typically come with instructions, but if you have difficulty,
call me and I'll walk you through the process. 1 garage door opener was evaluated.
5.8 AUTO-REVERSE:
The safety reverse system is serviceable. Overhead door openers are typically equipped with a safety
mechanism that will stop and reverse the movement of the door when it meets this resistance or an
obstruction. The inspector has applied a reasonable amount of resistance to the door or interrupted the
safety photo electric eye to activate the safety function. The unit functions properly. Some degree of
adjustment may be desirable so that you and your family are adequately protected. Keep in mind that the
resistance required to protect you may be too much for a child to withstand. Contact an overhead door
specialist for all adjustments and/or repairs. There are many available in the area and their expertise is
worthwhile.
There is an electric eye safety beam installed and it is working properly. The unit should be 4"-6" above
the floor for optimum safe performance.
5.9 HOUSE DOOR:
The interior door is NOT a fire rated unit. Finishing of the breeze way area into the family room, which
is a finished space created the need for use of a "fire rated" door at the entry to the attached garage. A
fire-rated door is normally installed between attached garages and the interior living spaces to provide
some amount of time for a fire to break through the wall to the interior. Older homes typically
accomplished this by covering the door with tin. Newer fire rated doors are made of solid 1 5/8" wood or
steel and have special door frames/jambs.
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5.10 STAIRS:
The steps are in good condition. The tread/riser dimensions are satisfactory. There are no railings
installed adjacent the stairs. This configuration would not comply with modern building standards. A
competent contractor should be consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the condition and to perform
repairs as are necessary.

KITCHEN/LAUNDRY
KITCHEN
6.1 CONDITION:
The components of this room are
both Durable and Serviceable.

6.2 FLOORING:
6.3 ENTRY/EXTERIOR DOOR:
The tiles are in good overall
The exterior door was operated
condition. Periodic re-grouting of and found to be functional.
cracking joints should be
anticipated. Failure to maintain the
joints could result is leakage
through the floor system.

6.4 LIGHTING:
Kitchen lighting is functional.

6.5 LIGHTING SWITCH:
There is a switch with no apparent
function. Contact the present
home-owner regarding the
function of this switch. A
re-evaluation of this condition
should be performed when
conditions permit.

6.7 HEATING DEVICE:
Heat register(s) were observed.

6.8 CABINETS:
6.9 SINK:
The kitchen cabinets are in overall The sink is in serviceable
good condition.
condition. Caulking around sink is
routine maintenance item to
prevent water infiltration.

6.6 OUTLETS:
The outlets are functional, but not
protected by ground fault circuit
interrupters (GFCI). These
important safety components are
typically not required in an older
home, but their installation is fairly
inexpensive and they are
considered a significant safety
improvement.

6.10 DRAIN CONDITION:
6.11 FAUCET:
The following conditions were
The faucet was operated and found
noted at the drain: The sink drain to be functional.
was installed with an S-trap,
instead of the recommended
traditional P-trap and necessary
venting. (See the adjacent photo)
The shortcoming could result in
sewer gases entering the kitchen
area. The sink drain leaks. Have a
licensed plumber repair the
condition.
KITCHEN APPLIANCES
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6.12 DISHWASHER:
The dishwasher was cycled on the normal cycle to check for its operation and to identify any leakage.
The unit is in good working order. Each cycle and feature of the unit was not tested. An evaluation of
these features is beyond the scope of a home inspection.
6.13 STOVE (Range):
The electric range was operated and found to be functional. The temperature settings and timer were not
tested. An evaluation of these components is beyond the scope of the home inspection.
6.14 OVEN:
The electric oven was operated and found to be functional. NOTE: The temperature settings and timer
were not tested. Testing this component is beyond the scope of the home inspection.
6.15 EXHAUST FAN:
An kitchen electric exhaust fan is installed over the range burners.
This exhaust fan was operated and found to be serviceable. The
exhaust fan is ducted to the home's exterior, which greatly improves
effectiveness. The exterior vent hood damper does not open properly
during operation of the fan indicating malfunction. A competent
contractor should be consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the
condition and to perform repairs as are necessary.

6.16 REFRIGERATOR:
The refrigerator appears to be operating at this time.
6.17 WATER HOOK-UP:
There appeared to be no water hook-up to the refrigerator area.
6.18 BUILT-IN MICROWAVE:
The microwave oven was operated and found to be functional. This was done by heating a wet paper
towel/napkin. No attempt was made to determine if the unit is leaking microwaves or demonstrating any
other type of malfunction. An evaluation of these features is beyond the scope of a home inspection.

LAUNDRY
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6.19 CONDITIONS:
The laundry connections appear to be serviceable.
This visual inspection is limited by the fact that the
connections (water and waste) cannot be function
checked for operation. The room has standard
connections for a washing machine (hot, cold
water, 120 volt outlet and drainage). The washing
machine drain pipe is not properly vented. (See the
adjacent photo), This configuration would not
comply with modern building standards. A
competent contractor should be consulted to more
thoroughly evaluate the condition and to perform
repairs as are necessary. Additionally, connections
for use with an electric dryer are installed (220 volt
outlet and exhaust ducting to the exterior).
The dryer vent duct is clogged, which adversely
affects function and creates a potential fire
concern. Clean the ducting as necessary.
6.20 WASHER HOOK-UPS:
Did Not Test. It is recommended that you use the more expensive, premium braided steel water hook-up lines for this
installation. The cheaper rubber lines are prone to rupturing, which could result in flooding of the home.
6.21 WASHER DRAIN:
Did Not Test. The testing of the washing machine drain is beyond the scope of this inspection.

INTERIOR ROOMS
LIVING ROOM:
7.1 CONDITION:
The components of the living room are serviceable.
Floor, wall and ceiling surfaces are in adequate
condition. There is warping of the floor boards,
which is typically associated with exposure to
water. (See the adjacent photo), A competent
contractor should be consulted to more thoroughly
evaluate the condition and to perform repairs as are
necessary. The electric outlets are operable. The
room does have a heat source.
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DINING ROOM:
7.2 CONDITION:
The components of the dining room are both Durable and Serviceable. Floor, wall and ceiling surfaces
are in adequate condition. The electric outlets and the light are operable. The dining room does have a
heat source.

ENTRY:
7.3 CONDITION:
The components of the entry are both Durable and Serviceable. Floor, wall and ceiling surfaces are in
adequate condition, consistent with the home's age. The electric outlets and lights are operable. The old
front door is in fair working order. Periodic adjustment/maintenance is recommended. The locks
function. Obtain keys for all doors at the time of closing.

FAMILY ROOM:
7.4 CONDITION:
The components of the family room are
unsatisfactory. There is water staining of the
ceiling, which is due to roof leaks. (See the
adjacent photo), A competent contractor should be
consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the
condition and to perform repairs as are necessary.

BATHROOMS
#1 BATHROOM
8.1 LOCATION:
Hallway.
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8.2 CONDITION:
The hall bathroom is in unsatisfactory condition.
Floor, wall and ceiling surfaces are unsatisfactory.
Prior leaks have caused rot of the sub-flooring.
There is partial water damage to the left side of the
vanity. The faucet, sink and drain line are
functional. The tub is non-functional ( The stopper
is inoperable preventing full use of the fixture. ).
Packing seal leaks have developed at the faucet
handles. This water drips into the tub. The toilet
operates. Water flow is low. The door is operable
and the room is adequately vented. The electrical
components in this room are unsatisfactory.
Improper electrical devices (wall fan) are installed
in or in the vicinity of the tub/shower exposing the
user to unsafe conditions. The glass door appears
be constructed with non-tempered glass.
Recommend the safety upgrade of a tempered glass
unit. The bathroom exhaust fan was operating
properly at the time of inspection.
8.3 TUB/SHOWER SURROUND:
NOTE: There is a window inside the tub surround area. These installations may allow water to seep
through the wall system causing rot/mold damage.

#2 BATHROOM
8.4 LOCATION:
This room is a half bathroom without tub/shower.
8.5 CONDITION:
The powder room is in unsatisfactory condition.
Floor, wall and ceiling surfaces are adequate. The
plumbing fixtures (toilet and sink) are in poor
working order. The stopper is inoperable
preventing full use of the fixture. The drain did,
however make a gurgle sound when draining. This
is an indication that the vent piping is
malfunctioning. A competent contractor should be
consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the
condition and to perform repairs as are necessary.
The toilet is loose. The typical repair requires
replacement of the inexpensive wax base seal and
tightly re-securing the base to the flange. The full
extent of deterioration is unknown. This can only
be confirmed by destructive discovery, which is
beyond the scope of this inspection. Further
evaluation/repair is recommended. Water flow is
low. The electrics are operable, but there are
improperly installed conductors beneath the sink
(no fasteners). The electric outlet is equipped with
a functional ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI), which was checked and found to be operable.
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8.6 HEATING:
There is no permanent heating device installed in this room.

BEDROOMS
SCOPE: Sleeping rooms are evaluated for the Durability and Serviceability of the wall finishes, floor coverings,
windows, doors, accessible outlets, closet storage and heating. The cosmetic features of the room are subjective and
not part of this evaluation. Cosmetic issues are only a concern if they are related to current leakage or structural
issues.
BEDROOMS
9.1 LOCATION:
The 4 bedrooms are in marginal condition. Floor,
wall and ceiling surfaces are unsatisfactory. There
is loose wall paneling inside the bedroom closet.
There is water damage to the upper, right bedroom
ceiling and apparent water damage to the wall.
(See the adjacent photo) This is possibly related to
roof leaks from ice-damming (not confirmed). A
competent contractor should be consulted to more
thoroughly evaluate the condition and to perform
repairs as are necessary. Each room does have a
source of heat. The outlets function. The doors are
malfunctioning (doors bind, hardware does not
align, hardware is missing, etc.). Note that the
conditions described in the ROOF SECTION are
partially visible from the bedrooms and those
conditions are consistent with what is visible from
this vantage.

GENERAL INTERIOR
CEILINGS / WALLS / FLOORS
10.1 CEILINGS:
There are numerous cosmetic conditions that have not been included in this report. In general, ceiling
surfaces can benefit from re-finishing and re-painting. Cracking of the old, plaster ceilings is noted and
believed to be mostly a reflection of normal wear and tear as well a settling of the old wood frame
components of the home. There is staining of the ceilings from leakage.
10.2 WALLS:
There are numerous cosmetic conditions located throughout the interior of the house. In general, the
wall surfaces minor require re-finishing and re-painting. There is staining of the walls from leakage.
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10.3 WALL INSULATION:
Some of the walls were insulated.

WINDOWS/DOORS
10.4 MATERIAL:
The windows are the older, wood type that may be part of the original structure. Some replacement dual glazed windows
have been installed. This is a major home improvement that improves the home's overall thermal performance and also
improves utility (function). In addition, having functional windows is an important safety component. The family rooms'
PELLA windows are built of wood. The PELLA windows include multiple-panes of glass. Some units have sealed panes
and others have interior-mounted storm panels, but both have the critical "second" window for improved thermal
performance. It is beyond the scope of this inspection to verify the integrity of the thermo-seals, where they exist. This is
because defects in the thermal seals are difficult to detect during varying weather conditions. Every effort was made to
identify any defect in the seals.
10.5 PANES:
There are both dual and single pane windows used in this home.
10.6 CONDITION:
The windows are in some aspects, unsatisfactory
condition (see below comments for details).
Deficiencies include, but are not necessarily limited
to the following: The old, wrought iron, basement
windows are rusted shut.
The counter weight springs are defective at some
windows. Replacement is recommended.
Some of the old, wood window locks are missing.
Window locks not only provide a measure of
security, but also help maintain the windows in the
"full" closed position thereby improving thermal
performance. Sometimes these important devices
are removed for painting and not re-installed.
These locks should be obtained and re-installed.
One of the windows (kitchen casement, right side)
was unable to be shut completely and consequently
the locks will not engage. A competent contractor should be consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the condition and to
perform repairs as are necessary.
There is some cracking of the old, wood window glazing material from the exterior window frames. This is a reflection of
normal wear and tear and is consistent with the home's age. Nonetheless, repair of the glazing is suggested to better secure
the window panes and maintain thermal performance.
It is recommended that weep holes be installed through the storm panel frames so that water that may become trapped
between the primary and storm panel windows can drain and not seep through the frame. This common condition can
result in rot of the window wells and deterioration to the interior wall surfaces.
The storm panel/frames do not create a weather-tight condition due to improper sizing. (See the adjacent photo)
A competent contractor should be consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the condition of the windows and to perform
repairs as are necessary.
10.7 EXTERIOR DOORS
The conventional exterior doors are in satisfactory condition.
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STAIRWAY
10.8 LOCATION:
The stairs are in good condition.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
10.9 SMOKE DETECTORS:
Unit batteries should be replaced semi-annually, The smoke detectors are not inspected as part of a home
inspection in New Jersey. State law requires that these devices be tested by local fire officials prior to
closing. It is recommended that you confirm the inspection with the local fire officials and that
documentation certifying the operational status of these important safety devices be obtained prior to
closing.
10.10 CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR:
The carbon monoxide detectors are not inspected as part of a home inspection in New Jersey. State law
requires that these devices be tested by local fire officials prior to closing. It is recommended that you
confirm the inspection with the local fire officials and that documentation certifying the operational
status of these important safety devices be obtained prior to closing.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TESTING & IDENTIFICATION
10.11 PLEASE NOTE:
Hazardous materials and health hazard testing is beyond the scope of this Home Inspection. If
asbestos, molds, fungi, sick home syndrome, electromagnetic fields (EMF), fiberglass, formaldehyde,
UFFI, hazardous wastes, lead, soils contamination, underground storage tank contamination, or quality
of drinking water and waste disposal or any other environmental and/or health hazard are a concern,
please contact an appropriate expert. Kaufmann Consultants, LLC is not qualified to evaluate and
report on hazardous materials and/or health hazards. If the inspector suspects the presence of a
hazardous material or health hazard, he may report his concerns. This creates the need for contacting a
specialist in the field of concern so that appropriate remedial measures can be addressed in a timely
manner (prior to closing).
A Radon Screening was also scheduled to be performed with this Home Inspection. The findings are not
part of this Home Inspection report. Testing will take several days so that reasonable accuracy can be
achieved. The Radon Screening results will be part of a separate report emailed to you in approximately
one week.

ATTIC
ATTIC
11.1 CONDITION:
The attic appears to be in overall good condition. Rafters and structural sheathing appear satisfactory.
11.2 METHOD OF INSPECTION:
Entered into both attic areas and inspected all of the accessible areas. There is no access provided to the
upper attic or the garage attic (the wood door is rotted and stuck in the closed position) . A competent
contractor should be consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the condition and to perform repairs
as are necessary. A re-evaluation of this condition should be performed when conditions permit.

ATTIC COMPONENTS:
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11.3 LEAK EVIDENCE:
Water stains noted on the underside of the roof
near the chimney flashing, which appear to be from
past leaking. (See the adjacent photo)
Documentation regarding roof repairs in this area
should be obtained prior to closing. If no
documentation is available, have these areas
checked by a competent roofing contractor. If
corrective action can be documented, monitor these
areas, particularly during adverse weather
conditions (rain) to detect any recurrence of the
defect.

11.4 ATTIC FLOOR:
There is partial flooring in the attic space. Exercise caution and care when entering the attic. Maintain proper lighting for
safety.
11.5 ATTIC LIGHT:
The attic light is in good working condition.
11.6 ATTIC INSULATION:
The attic area has been insulated with laid fiberglas/mineral and loose rockwool/mineral. NOTE: Mineral insulation may
contain asbestos fibers. In the past, a few of the major manufacturers of mineral insulation had used asbestos due to the
beneficial thermal properties of the material. As the health threats from asbestos became obvious, the use of this material
has almost been completely eliminated from this application. There is no way to ascertain the presence of asbestos without
laboratory analysis. Kaufmann Consultants, LLC does not do this type of analysis. If mineral insulation was reported in the
inspection report and you want to determine whether or not asbestos is present, contact an expert in the field.
Asbestos is a controversial installation. Complete information concerning asbestos should be obtained from the NJDEP.
Methods and recommendations vary depending upon the application, and may change with time as well. Only DEP
officials can provide complete up to date information in this regard. The DEP will also provide a list of certified
contractors to implement their recommendations. Some authorities recommend no action if the material is in good
condition. Total insulation thickness: 0"-3", Note that there are areas where the insulation was removed and/or was never
installed. Sometimes tradesmen remove the insulation to access electric, cable TV, telephone or plumbing components and
do not re-install the material. These areas are small, but they can represent a source of significant heat loss it not
addressed. Have the insulation replaced where it is missing for improved thermal performance.
11.7 ATTIC VENTILATION:
Roof ventilation is in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition. Insulation is positioned between the rafters at some portions
of the attic. This is common in older homes, but the condition restricts air flow to the underside of the roof. Lack of air
flow can allow moisture to condense on the underside of the roof promoting mold. There is suspected mold forming in the
attic space on the under-side of the roof decking. This is likely related to the restriction in venting. Good ventilation can
alleviate potential for mold formulation inside the house and attic. The roof system is ventilated through the use of
louvered vents.
11.8 ATTIC ELECTRICAL:
The attic insulation prevented the viewing of much of the attic electrical = Did Not Evaluate concealed components.
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11.9 PESTS:
There are pest traps in the area. The present home-owner and an exterminator should be contacted
regarding the need for these traps. A qualified exterminator should also be consulted regarding control
options.
11.10 VAPOR RETARDERS:
Portions of the vapor barrier are exposed. The material should not be left exposed because the material is combustible. This
requirement is clearly indicated on the exposed vapor barrier material. Either remove the vapor barrier, install it correctly
or have the material correctly covered.

FOUNDATION
CRAWL SPACE
12.1 METHOD OF INSPECTION:
There is no access provided to the family room crawl space. For this reason, the area was not inspected.
Provide access to this area and make arrangements for a proper inspection.

FOUNDATION
12.2 FOUNDATION CONDITION:
The home's foundation walls appear in adequate,
but in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition. One
of the steel columns is corroded. (See the adjacent
photo), Replacement is recommended. A
competent contractor should be consulted to more
thoroughly evaluate the condition and to perform
repairs as are necessary.

12.3 FOUNDATION SKIM COAT:
The overall conditions of the foundation skim coat is Good. Normal settling cracks were noted.
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12.4 FOUNDATION CRACKS:
Cracks were observed in the visible sections of the
foundation walls. In general, all foundations settle
and this results in cracking of the masonry
components. The cracking observed in these
foundations does not appear to be significant, but
you should consider having a structural engineer
evaluate the cracks for material impact. In
addition, have the cracks repaired. This should be
considered part of long-term maintenance. Monitor
the foundations for additional movement
(cracking) in the future. If additional cracks
appear, have them repaired as necessary.

BASEMENT
12.5 BASEMENT:
In general, the basement appears to be satisfactory. The exterior masonry stairwell appears to be
serviceable. There is some horizontal cracking of the right wall. This "horizontal" cracking is
typically associated with lateral movement, which is unsatisfactory. There are also indications of
water leakage through the side walls. This is indicated by water staining. There is rot of the lower
door/frame. A competent contractor should be consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the condition and
to perform repairs as are necessary. Install railings for improved safety.
12.6 SLAB CONDITION:
The concrete slab floor appears to be satisfactory. Normal settling cracks are noted, but believed to be insignificant.
12.7 SUBFLOOR:

The plank subfloor does have some water staining and rot indicating leakage through the structure. (See the above photos)
Some of the damage is due to prior leaks from the tub and through the front porch area. A competent contractor should be
consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the condition and to perform repairs as are necessary.
12.8 MAIN FLOOR INSULATION:
None was visible in the open areas.
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12.9 MOISTURE:
There are indications of water leakage through the foundation walls into the basement area. Water leaks
may result in mold forming. Indications are in the form of water stains on the floor/walls as well as
efflorescence on the interior wall surfaces, suspected mold on the interior walls, and water accumulation
inside the sump. It is recommended that a water-proofing contractor be contacted to evaluate the
condition and to ascertain what corrective measures are appropriate/necessary.
The interior basement wall surfaces have been painted. Sometimes the interior basement walls are sealed
with water-proof paint to alleviate water leakage conditions. Painting is not likely to be effective. In
addition, the paint may tend to conceal indications of water seepage in the past. The present
home-owner should be consulted to describe their experiences with water conditions in this space during
their occupancy of the house. The paint is peeling from areas exposed to water and/or high levels of
humidity.
Note that the interior of the foundation walls have also been plastered, which is a common practice
undertaken to alleviate the adverse effects of water seepage into the basement. The measure is helpful,
but not completely effective.
The use of a de-humidifier in the basement can help control humidity and reduce the opportunity for
mold and mildew growth and for this reason, is recommended.
The home is equipped with a Sump/pump. The pump was checked and found to be functional. A
"one-way" check valve should be installed to alleviate potential for water seeping back into the basement
area. It is also suggested that the pump be raised up slightly so as to alleviate the potential for gravel
and sediment to clog the pump.
WHAT TO DO TO ALLEVIATE THE ADVERSE AFFECTS OF A DAMP/ WET
BASEMENT/CRAWLSPACE
Many basements in this region tend to have water penetration and even accumulation. We live in a very
wet environment. This is generally a seasonal phenomena, most severe during Winter and Spring
seasons, but water can enter the basement/crawlspace areas after any storm in any season. In addition,
light rainfall can result in water seepage into the basement when the ground is already wet from
previous rain or melting snow.
While a chronic wet basement may not be easily corrected, there are many simple improvements a
homeowner can make to alleviate the affects of water seepage. It is important to understand that it is
water in the soil outside the basement walls that winds up in the basement. The less water accumulation
outside the foundation walls, the less likely water penetration into the basement will occur. Keeping this
in mind, the following simple maintenance/improvements can often correct or significantly reduce water
penetration experienced in the basement:
1. Keep the gutters clean. The gutter system is intended to control roof run-off and divert
water away from the foundations. Have the gutters cleaned at least once in the late Spring
and twice in the Fall. This is one of the most effective measures that can be taken to
alleviate water conditions in basement and crawlspace areas.
2. Be sure the downspout discharge locations are well away from the foundations. As a
minimum, the downspouts should discharge the water six feet from the home, but the
further, the better.
3. The installation of underground drainage pipes to carry roof runoff, via the gutter and
downspout system, further away from the foundation is optimal. These pipes can discharge
onto the roadway under some circumstances, to downhill, remote locations or into drywells.
Older underground piping systems can become clogged and ineffective. Downspouts may
not be extended far enough from the home's foundation. It is suggested that the roof drains
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(gutters) be checked during rainfall (after the lightning is done) to monitor how the house is
draining water from the roof system and around the foundations. Problems may be obvious
when it is raining. Bent gutters that do not drain to the downspouts are also more obvious
when it is raining.
4. Grading should provide a positive slope away from the foundations with a decline of at
least 6" in the first 6' from the foundation walls. Check around the perimeter of your home.
If depressed areas or a negative slope is detected, contact a landscape contractor to rectify
the condition.
5. The interior walls may be sealed with waterproofing paint. This remedy also improves
appearance and minimizes the smells associated with damp concrete foundations. Some
paints are better than others. Cementicious applications are generally regarded as being
more effective.
6. The installation of a sump and pump gives the structure the capability to evacuate water
that does seep through the foundations. This is most desirable when basements are finished
or when such finishing is being considered.
7. If the above measures fail to significantly alleviate water conditions in the
basement/crawlspace, consider having interior "French" drains installed. These are sub-slab
drains that collect water and divert it to a sump where accumulated water can be pumped
out of the home. This is a very effective way to alleviate water conditions in
basements/crawlspace areas and some water-proofing contractors guaranty their work for
the lifetime of the home.
8. If these measures have been taken and water penetration conditions persist, further
interior and exterior masonry work may be required. In that case, it is recommended
that a an architect and a contractor specializing in that type of improvement be contacted.
12.10 BASEMENT ELECTRICAL:
There is some electrical wiring noted that appears to have been performed by an amateur and could be unsafe. These
include, but may not be limited to the following;
12.11 PEST ACTIVITY:
There are indications that this structure has been treated chemically for the presence of carpenter ants.
Documentation regarding the treatments should be obtained prior to closing.

BASEMENT STRUCTURE
12.12 VISIBLE FRAMING:
The western framing technique, also referred to as platform framing, is utilized in modern (post WWII) wood frame
construction and is an improvement over older framing practices. This superior technique provides improved strength and
fire resistance over old methods and is currently utilized in new construction. In general, the framing appears to be
satisfactory. Floor joists, sill plates, where visible, and vertical framing components appears satisfactory.

PLUMBING SYSTEM
PLUMBING SYSTEM
13.1 GENERAL CONDITION:
In general, the plumbing system is in fair condition.
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13.2 FUEL TYPE:
The home's primary energy source is oil with a
storage tank located in the basement. The tank
appears to be leak-free at this time. The old oil
tank filler/vent pipe near the chimney has been
disconnected. Removal is recommended to alleviate
potential for the supplier inadvertently filling the
basement with heating oil through this
disconnected old pipe. A competent contractor
should be consulted to more thoroughly evaluate
the condition and to perform repairs as are
necessary.

13.3 SHUT-OFF LOCATION:
The main interior water shut-off location is inside
the front foundation wall. The operation valve
handle cannot be checked. These handles have a
tendency to leak when operated. This is partially
due to infrequent use. The shut off valve otherwise
appears to be satisfactory and is identified with a
black handle.

13.4 WATER MAIN TYPE & SIZE:
The predominant water main piping viewed was: copper, The exposed main line was 3/4" diameter pipe. NOTE: Only the
interior portion of the water piping is subject to view. The buried portions of the water piping are not able to be inspected.
At this time, there are no tell-tale signs or indications of problems with the buried portions of the piping.
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13.5 WATER FLOW:
Water flow is low, particularly when more than one plumbing fixture is being used. The cause of
the restriction is undetermined. A licensed plumber should be contacted regarding increasing water flow
to the fixtures.
13.6 WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM:
Supply lines which are not visible are not part of these conclusions. The following type(s) of water supply piping was
identified: Copper.
13.7 SUPPLY PIPE LEAKS:
No current evidence of leaking of this system is detected. If leaking does occur immediately have it repaired by a licensed
plumber.
13.8 REPAIRS NEEDED:
Plumbing repairs are need in the following areas; kitchen, bathroom, laundry, basement, In this regard,
a licensed plumber should be consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the conditions and to determine the
extent of necessary repairs.
13.9 WASTE PIPE SYSTEM:
The plumbing system includes; PVC, ABS
(plastic), lead, galvanized, and iron piping. The
waste piping appears to be in some aspects,
unsatisfactory condition.
Deficiencies include, but may not be limited to the
following: There is a leaky waste pipe under the
hall bathroom. (See the adjacent photo),
Replacement is recommended. A competent
contractor should be consulted to more thoroughly
evaluate the condition and to perform repairs as are
necessary.

13.10 DRAIN FLOW:
Waste flow, as can be determined by operating the plumbing fixtures, appears adequate.
NOTE: Only piping inside the house is subject to view. The buried portions of the waste piping are not able to be
inspected. NOTE: At this time, there are no tell-tale signs or indications of problems with the buried portions of the
piping.
13.11 CLEAN-OUT PLUG ACCESS:
There is reasonable access to the sewer piping "clean outs". Access to the sewer piping via these "clean outs" is required by
modern building standards so that the pipes can be cleaned/cleared without excavation of the yard and/or disassembly of
the home's interior walls and floor systems.
13.12 WASTE PIPE LEAKS:
Current leaking was not identified.
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13.13 SEPTIC SYSTEM CONDITION:
There are indications that the home may have previously been served by an individual disposal/septic
system. The home is reported to be connected to the sanitary sewers, however this is not confirmed. The
municipal utilities authority should be consulted to confirm the home's connection to the sewers and
certify that the old septic system was properly abandoned.

WATER HEATER
WATER HEATER
14.1 LOCATION:
The water heater is installed in the basement.
14.2 APPROXIMATE AGE:
The water heater is believed to have been installed/manufactured in 2003.
14.3 TYPE:
The electric water heater appears to be in serviceable condition. No
indication of leakage was observed. The power wiring appeared to
be well secured. Operating and safety controls were installed. A
unit of this type has a life expectancy in the neighborhood of 8-12
years prior to the need for replacement.

14.4 SIZE:
80 gallons.
14.5 TANK DRAIN VALVE:
The lower tank drain valve is currently not dripping.

HEATING SYSTEMS/FIREPLACE
HEATING SYSTEM
15.1 HEATING AREA:
Whole house.
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15.2 TYPE:
The 2002, Bryant, oil-fired hot air furnace appears to be in
serviceable condition. The burner ignited quickly, and functioned
smoothly. The portions of the combustion chambers which are
visible appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of
inspection, however, due to the design of an oil furnace, internal
access is extremely limited. For this reason, only a small portion of
the heat exchanger can be viewed. Some minor corrosion was
observed, however it appears to be within normal limits for a unit of
the age of this furnace. The blower appeared to be operating
correctly. The flue pipe appears to be in satisfactory condition with
adequate clearance to combustibles. The draft is satisfactory.
Operating and safety controls were installed. The ductwork appears
to be in relatively air tight condition. A furnace of this type has an
overall life expectancy of approximately 20 years prior to the need
for replacement. Each room appeared to have a heat source
installed.

15.3 FILTER TYPE:
This system utilizes a standard efficiency air filter.
15.4 HEAT DUCTS:
The duct work is not well sealed. Numerous holes
were cut into the ducts, possibly to run coaxial
cables throughout the house at some time in the
past. Nonetheless, the holes should be sealed.
Consideration should be given to having a heating
professional evaluate the ductwork and seal any
leaks. This will improve the efficiency of the
system.
Note that conditioned air is not going to be
circulated to the upper areas as well as the main
floor living spaces areas. This is common when the
HVAC components are located in the lower areas
of a multi-story home. Adjustment of the duct
baffles (if installed) sometimes is possible and may
improve the condition, but must be done
seasonally. Have an HVAC contractor check out
the system and submit plans to improve airflow.
This shortcoming will be more evident when air
conditioning is installed.
There is a disconnected duct in the middle of the basement, between the wall framing components. This duct may be
running to the second floor where there is inadequate ducting. (See the adjacent photo) A competent contractor should be
consulted to more thoroughly evaluate the condition and to perform repairs as are necessary.

FIREPLACE #1
15.5 LOCATION:
Living Room.
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15.6 OVERALL CONDITION:
The fireplace is in adequate, but in some aspects,
unsatisfactory condition.
Deficiencies include, but are not limited to the
following; There are signs of water leakage into the
fireplace. (See the adjacent photo) The source is
from the upper chimney area and is not located
with certainty. Have the interior of the chimney
checked for the source of the leakage.
There is carbon staining of the exterior masonry
surfaces, which typically indicates poor draft.
(See the adjacent photo) This is not confirmed. The
damper is rusted, but is still serviceable.
A competent contractor should be consulted to
more thoroughly evaluate the condition and to
perform repairs as are necessary.
15.7 TYPE OF FUEL:
The unit is wood burning.

COOLING SYSTEMS
AIR CONDITIONING
16.1 VISUAL CONDITION IS:

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
17.1 ELECTRICAL SERVICE:
The service drop and entrance wires are in adequate, but in some aspects, unsatisfactory condition.
Deficiencies include, but are not necessarily limited to the following; There is/are tree/branches
obstructing the main service drop lines. This condition creates potential for rubbing of the conductor and
damage to the insulation. This can result is a short circuit and interruption in service. Have the
tree/branches trimmed and cleared as necessary.
17.2 SYSTEM TYPE:
Over-current protection is provided by circuit breakers.
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17.3 SYSTEM TYPE & VOLTAGE:
The home's electric service includes a 3 Wire
System using both 110/220 volts.

17.4 WIRING TYPE:
The home's electric system includes plastic shielded (non-metallic, Romex type) and flexible armored cable (BX)
conductors.
17.5 MAIN 110V BRANCH WIRING:
Copper branch wiring is the predominant circuitry in the service equipment. While viewing the 110 volt branch wiring
inside the panel(s) there was NO evidence of any 110 volt aluminum branch wiring.
17.6 MAIN 220/240V BRANCH WIRING:
Aluminum 220 Volt Branch Wiring - Stranded aluminum 220 volt branch wiring was observed at the panel. The stranded
220 volt aluminum wiring does not pose the same fire risks that were found with the solid 110 volt aluminum wiring. The
stranded wiring is the most common 220 volt wiring used on newer construction.
17.7 HOUSE GROUND CONNECTION:
One of the service grounds is satisfactorily achieved by a grounding electrode wire connected to the water piping. This
connection appears to be satisfactory.
17.8 VISIBLE WIRING HAZARDS:
There are some incorrectly installed electric components, which could be unsafe. This is an undesirable
condition that should be further evaluated/repaired by a licensed electrician. Deficiencies include, but
may not be limited to the following: Some of the electric conductors/components were installed without
the correct number of fasteners. (Typical areas include; hall closet, garage, basement, bathroom,
exterior) Fasteners are used to secure the conductors and protect the integrity of the connections inside
the junction boxes. This condition may not create a hazard, but is a "red flag" indicating an
un-professional level of installation. Have these conductors checked and/or modified by a qualified
electrician.
There is an abandoned HOT conductor at the rear of the basement.
Electric outlets/junction boxes were observed without covers. It is recommended that any outlet cover
plates that are missing be replaced to prevent accidental shock.
Some of the electrical receptacles (outlets) were painted and this prevents the testing equipment from
being inserted into the device. It is likely that use by the home-owner is also restricted. The receptacles
(outlets) should be replaced and the circuitry re-tested.
There is some temporary lighting in the basement area. This includes the use of lamp cords and
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extension cords to bring electric power to the lights. This configuration would not comply with modern
building standards since their use should be temporary. Up-grading is suggested and should be part of
long-term care. Alternatively, have the lights removed.
Extension cords have been used to extend the home's electric service. Have these temporary cords
removed and replaced with proper electric conductors.
The driveway spot lights are damaged. Replacement is recommended.
Some electric connections are made without the
benefit of "J" (junction) boxes. (See the adjacent
photo) Connections should be enclosed inside "J"
boxes to dissipate heat that can be generated
through normal use of the electric circuit. The
absence of the box indicates non-professional
installation. Have all connections repaired and
properly enclosed in junction boxes.
A competent contractor should be consulted to
more thoroughly evaluate the condition and to
perform repairs as are necessary.

17.9 REVERSE POLARITY
REVERSE POLARITY is detected in outlet/s.
Reversed polarity in an outlet is most often due to
the improper connection of wires to the outlet
itself, and is easily correctable. The condition is an
indication that this work was not performed by a
professional. Because of the nature of this work
however, I suggest you leave the repair to a
licensed electrician. Some electronic appliances
sustain damage when connected to reversed
polarity outlets. Some locations where reverse
polarity outlets are present include, but are not
necessarily limited to the following: Bedrooms.

17.10 OUTLET TESTING:
A representative number of the accessible open outlets were checked and found to be functional, subject
to the above comments. The home has some of the old and possibly original two-prong outlets. It is
suggested that these be replaced with newer three-prong outlets with confirmed grounding for improved
reliability and safety.
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17.11 GFCI PROTECTION:
This home is partially equipped with the
recommended GFCI protection. It is suggested
that the remaining circuits be up-graded to include
these desirable safety devices.

17.12 AFCI PROTECTION:
The system does not have Arc Fault Circuit Interrupter (AFCI) protection. The installation of these safety components may
not be required in existing structures, but should be considered as part of up-grading the electrical system and improving
safety.

MAIN DISTRIBUTION PANEL
17.13 MAIN PANEL LOCATION:
The main service equipment is located in the basement.
17.14 MAIN SERVICE EQUIPMENT:
The home has a 100 ampere primary panel board
(load center). The main service line (feeder wires)
are aluminum, which is satisfactory. Overcurrent
protection is provided by circuit breakers located in
the main panel.

NOTES
FINAL NOTES
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18.1 REPAIR BIDS:
KAUFMANN CONSULTANTS does not provide estimates for repair of reported defects. New
Jersey law prohibits licensed home inspectors from being involved in repair of reported defects. It is in
the clients' best interest to have three (3) independent, qualified contractors evaluate reported defects and
provide honest and accurate estimates for repair. INSURE THAT THE CONTRACTORS HAVE A
COPY OF THIS REPORT SO THAT ALL CONCERNS DESCRIBED IN THE REPORT ARE
ADDRESSED. These estimates should also be obtained in a timely manner (ie. prior to closing) so that
the scope and cost of repair is understood before the home is purchased and while there is still potential
for negotiation.
18.2 PLEASE NOTE:
The component evaluations are not a guarantee or warranty of future performance. It is only an
evaluation of how the component was working or performing when it was evaluated. Home
warranties can be purchased separately from other companies to protect you when component
failure occurs. Additionally, PSE&G, New Jersey Natural Gas and other gas suppliers in New
Jersey may offer maintenance contracts for a nominal fee. These contracts are very affordable and
can help avoid costly repair expenses.
In addition, in 2007 the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) has updated its 1993 report on
life expectancy of housing components. You can read or download a copy of the 39 page NAHB report,
STUDY OF LIFE EXPECTANCY OF HOME COMPONENTS from the NAHB web site. Go to
www.NAHB.org and click on publications and NAHB Reports.
18.3 REMARKS:
This home is in Fair overall condition. Please refer to the report in its entirety. Good Luck in your new
home!
Thank you for the opportunity to inspect your prospective new home.

PLEASE NOTE: If further evaluation/review a condition/problem area is recommended, it is
important the entire system be evaluated by a qualified, licensed professional and that this follow-up
inspection be preformed prior to closing. Do not rely on follow up reports with contradictory
findings unless these statements are written and signed by the licensed tradesman making the
statements.
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